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DISCUSSION. 

MR. A. W. TouRNAY-HrNDE said that about seven or eight y~ars 
ago Mr. H W. Kerle turned his attention to this subject and 
devised several forms of elevators for this purpose, the simplest 
arrangement among them being the attachment of a balance 
weight to a piston rod, fixed to the underside of the piston, and 
protruding below the bottom of the cylinder. This weight was 

• so proportioned that it would raise the car and attendant with_ 
out the use of any water, and if the car whexi at the top were 
loaded with passengers or goods it would then descend and 
overcome this balance weight. If it were required to lower the 
empty car it was then necessary to use a small amount of water. 
Again, when the descending load was sufficiently heavy, an 
arrangement existed to return water to the accumulator instead 
of allowing it to exhaust. When a heavy load was lifted then 
water was used. 

There were several other designs made so as to give a 
greater variety in the use of power, and some half-dozen of 
these lifts of various kinds-some multiplying rope lifts, and 
some hydraulic balances- were put up in Sydney, but one of 
the principal troubles was the following:-

In the event of the car star ting from the bottom with a 
full load, then the valve line was pulled by the attendant until · 
the valve had opened the passages supplying wat er to the fun 
area available and the ·car commenced to ascend. When it 
became necessary to stop the attendant reversed the hand-line, 
and here the trouble commenced, for .before the. valve could be 
brought back into the stop position, it had to pass, say, from 
the third power to the second, and then to the first, and it 
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sometimes haypened that the lift stopped at the secQnd! po.well; 
and then when a persQn was getting Qut and had Qne fQQt in the 
car and Qne Qn the landing the car cQmmenced to. ascend, fQr 

the IQad was lightened, and if to. prevent this the valve line was 
brought right into. the stop PQsitiQn, then sQmetimes number 
Qne PQw~r WQuld nQt supPQrt the IQadat all, and the car 
descended befQre it CQuld be made to. stop, and to bring it level 
with the landing it was necessary to repeat the whole QperatiQn 

again. 
In order to overCQme this trouble, Mr. Kerle designed a 

. special automatic valve, to control the water after it 
h~d passed the starting valve, and before it entered the 
cylinders. It was arranged in this way: The valve was Qf 
piston type, with variQus ports and Dpenings to. the cyliuders; 
the spindle protruded through the top cover Df the valve casing, 
and Dn the cover were arranged two. vertical guides Dr cDlumns, 
which had threaded over them rectangular weights, so. placed 
that the higher the spindle rQse it carried more and mDre Qf these 

. weights. , The spindle was attached to. a pistDn wDrking in a 
cylinder i:p. the IQwer part ofthe val ve casing, and this pii!ton was 
actuated by the pressure due to the weight Df persDus Qr gDods in 

the car, iu sDmewhat the same manner as Mr. Duncan had devised. 
This autQmatic valve, used in cDnjunct.ion with the Qrdinary 

starting valve, effectually Qvercame the trouble, and really did 
the same thing as Mr. Duncan's arrangement, the difference 

being that in Mr, K erle 's case the different ial areas were in the 
lift machine itself instead Qf being indepeudent. 

The independent machine, hDwever, had this advantage 

that it eQuId be added ~existing elevatDrs, where there was 
sufficient room. 

The next persDn in the field was a Mr. Lawrence, who.; 
SDme fDur years later, brDught Qnt a machine which was 
fairly well knDwn to. SQme Qf the members. It was sQmewhat 

cQmplicated, and it was nDt much Df an advance upDn what had 

Ilolready been done i it .w~s l!Qt autQmatic in its actiDn, and relie4 
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upon the attendant in charge to regulate the supply of pressure 
to the different areas. 

Soon after the appearance of this machine- Mr. Norman 
Selfe brought out a two-power elevator, which he called the 
"Victory." It was a simple machine but contained some of the 
defects of the earlier .machines of Mr. Kerle's, fo(" th~ starting 
valve controlled t.he supply to the differen t areas, instead of an 
independent valve actuated by the lift itself. The hand wheel 
to this starting valve was, however, aU:tomatically permit ted, 
when the load was sufficiently heaTY, to further revolve, and 
allow the attendant to use the second power, hut it was 
impossible to bring the valve back to the stop position without 
fi-rst passing the first power position, causing the same un. 
certainty in the stopping as Mr. Kerle experienced in his earlier 
machines. 

Latterly an English inventor had pat ented combinations of 
cylinders and rams which would give as many as twelve 
different grades of power. An automatic controlling valve was 
used, of a similar kind to the one used by Mr. Kerle, but instead of . 
controlling it by means of a hydraulic communication between 
the lift cylinder and the valve, he at tached the maiu overhead 
sheave, carrying the car, to a lever which worked the valve, so 
that as more weight was placed in the car t he end of the 
lever was more depressed or t ilted, and the water admitted 
accordingly. 

To proportion the consumption of water to the work to be 
done in a hydraulic elevator was, no doubt, the right direction 
for improvement, but owing to the extra cost involved, compli
cation of parts, and extra at tendance r equired, it did not follow 
that the saving in hard cash was so large as the saving in the 
water ~onsumep. 

Mr. Duncan, however, seemed to h a.ve so mnch faith in his 
apparatus, that he was prepared to place the machines free of 
cost, and simply relied for his payment on the receipt of a 
portion of the saving effected by t he use of the apparat us, 
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Mr. H. W. Kerle said it was some years since he had much 
to do with lifts, but he would attempt . to show what he had 

done in this matter; and the Association could then criticise 
the relative merits of the patents. He was not in a position 
to criticise, because he was not aware of the advantages of 
Mr. Duncan's patent; but, as far as he could s'ee by the 
drawiugs, he (tIie speaker) thought he had anticipat ed him by 
about five years. The first idea he had in this matter w'as by 
making use of a ,cylinder and fitting a "piston to the head of 
the ram, and thus obtaining differential areas of the piston 
and the r am. He also took advantage of the weight in the 
lift itself, and theoretically the idea was to allow the lift to 

ascend by its own weight and to overcome that weight wheu 
the cage was at the top by admitting a small area of water 
underneath the r am to bring the "cage down; that was the first 
pressure. The second pressure was after the ram was down, 

and the amount put in the cage was more than sufficient to 

allow the cage to go up without the admission of further water, 
to allow the water to come in on the lower and top side, thus 
making use of the area embraced by the ram itself. If that 
was not I'oufficient the water could be excluded from the ram, 
and thus make use of the whole of the area of the piston, thus 

giving three powers. The valve was theoretically right, but 
practically was worthless, and this was the difficulty. H~ 
designed other types of valves, but without success. At the 

time he was working out the question of the multiple hoist he 
had under consideration the question of n.dopting the same 
principle to ram lifts, which idea he had since patented. In 

the balancing of direct-acting lifts the difficulty was not in the 
lift itself, or in the principle connected with it, but in the 

difference in the weight of the ram when in and out of the 
water. Mr. N. Selfe had overcome this difficulty in what h e 

considered a very mechanical and satisfactory manner. 
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